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(... Long shot penny, 
Is everything you tell me
I turn it into a lie
I'm really wondering...)

We were walking down the street
6 a.m. yeah we were talking
Smell of rain and early morning
Is all we needed to get started

But something hit me, 
I thought the world was falling down
And then I realized
That I saw something impossible

Everyday's always the same
But this is something I hadn't felt before
What the hell am I doing here?
It's not like running is an option

And she was crumbling down
And we were falling down
And we could see it become clearer
She was crumbling down
And we were falling down
And we could see it become clearer

It's a long shot penny
It's everything you tell me
I turn it into a lie
I really wonder
If the sun this morning had never risen

There would be no goodbyes

It's funny, what I wanted most
Turned away without a second thought
Who'd of thought it would come to this
But now I'm asking for another chance

And now I'm falling down
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My world I'm crumbling down
I wished that it would all become clearer
And now I'm falling down
My World crumbing down
I wished that it would all become clearer

It's a long shot penny
It's everything you tell me
I turn it into a lie
I really wonder
If the sun this morning had never risen
There would be no goodbyes

But I don't want to do it alone
'Coz I need you in my life
And if I fall than I would want you to know
That you would come back to my side (to my side)

Long shot penny, long shot (repeat)
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